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The model and serial TV number are located on the back of the TV or through the TV menu. More information can be found below. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Go to Basic Content Your Feedback helps us make Walmart's purchases better for millions of customers. Most consumers do not realize that Samsung model numbers have
special coding schemes to identify the details and history of each HDTV. Yes, there are specific values for Samsung HDTV numbers models available for North America, Europe, Asia, etc. codes used in the model room, identify the series with manufactured year, lighting type, type of screen, design changes of the same element and more. Overall, Samsung
TV model codes have changed several times over the years, making things confusing. But hopefully this article provides enough information to determine the details of your Samsung TV model... or the one you want to buy. Understanding Samsung HDTV Model Numbers To interpret Samsung TV model numbers, you need diagrams. Samsung has
developed several model code schemes, including, but not limited to LED TVs (2017 and up), HD/Full HD/UHD/SUHD TVs (2017 and up), and HD/Full HD/UHD TVs (2008-2016), so Samsung includes the model ID. In addition, SUHD models have the same resolution as UHD, except that they add new features and improvements. Using this article, if your
model doesn't reflect the correct modeling pattern, Found on the charts below (depending on the year and type), look for the one that matches the closest to your model.50-inch ZLD (NO50-60TAFX) and 43-inch BLE (NO43-60TAFX)When you view the image above, you see a smart TV class 60T LED 4K UHD HDR 2020, which has different sizes and their
larger screen than shown on the screen. Long characters are full model numbers in the TVs series.For the image ED above with the model number the following interpretation applies: I represent the type of screen: LEDN represents the region: North America50 represents a class of sizes: 50-inch (NOT the actual diagonal size)60T represents the model
series: Series A represents the release code, which 1st generation F represents the type of tuner that the U.S./CanadaX represents a function or design code for the WA model represents production information: for Samsung use only the third model can use old/previous model numbers schemes due to marking shifts. For example, a TV with the number
un65KS8000FX is a 2016 model that should start with I and have me in the series section, but it uses the 2017 model scheme and up for UHD TVs. Now that you have an introductory idea of how Samsung creates its model numbers, here are the details separated by different model code schemes. LED Model number codes for 2017 and UpIn 2017,
Samsung has developed new models of the quantum dot screen, known as THE ALSO, and The model shown above is part of this series. They researched quantum dot technology until 2017 and used variations in some models, such as their SUHD lineup in 2016. Samsung does not officially sell it in its models as a LLD until 2017.The technology has
electronic nanocrystals that emit true monochrome red, green and blue light. In the picture above for the 2020 Samsung sLED TVs, you see the model number .50'60TAFX. The chart below deciphers these figures, and this also applies to any Samsung sLED models of 2017 and above. Samsung HD/UHD/4K/8K Model codes for 2017 and UpIn 2017, Full HD
TVs (1080p) are gradually being replaced by UHD TVs (2160p). For Samsung's UHD TVs after 2017, the model numbers have changed to reflect new features and better organization. A 2016 UHD TV had a model number like the UN55KU6300, and the 2017 model was the UN49M5300AFX. The chart below provides more information about model codes,
not including LED, 2017, Samsung HD, UHD, 4K and 8K. Samsung HD/Full HD/UHD/SUHD Model Number Codes 2008-2016Between 2008 and 2016, Samsung has released many HD, Full HD, UHD and SUHD TVs. HD has a resolution of 720p, while Full HD has a resolution of 1920 x 1080 (1080p). UHD is 3840 x 2160 (2160p), but some models can be
labeled or described as 4K or 4K UHD by manufacturers and sellers. They're not the same thing. Technically speaking, 4K is the standard of digital cinema (4096 to 2160), while UHD is a quality consumer display. As for SUHD, it has the same resolution as UHD, but with additional improvements as mentioned earlier. The Samsung model numbers from
2008 to 2016 are presented by the S for SUHD, U for UHD and H for Full HD. There is also a P for plasma in the 2014 model and earlier. The type of screen is usually in the sixth character of the model number. Since the technology evolved into providing different types of displays and permissions, Samsung has added the U code to the top model numbers
to represent the LED TV. In contrast, older TVs included H for DLP and P for plasma. The image below shows the codes commonly found in the samsung 2008-2016 model numbers. READ MORE: What is 4K, and is it worth the money? Understanding Samsung TV Series websites tends to create confusion when it comes to Samsung TV Model descriptions,
one of which includes a series of TV models. One site will label the TV as a series 8 (or 8 series), while another calls it the TU8000 TV series. Technically, both are true. There are TVs in the TU8000 series and this is the 8 TV series. Another common term used instead of the Series is Class. You'll see some name websites above the series as a class 8
instead. The Samsung UN55KS9000FX-A is a Series 9 TV in the 9000 lineup. As stated in the above diagrams of the model, the 55 is a 55-inch screen. In the same 9000 lineup in series 9, 65-inch (UN65KS9000FX) and 75-inch (UN75KS9000FX). In addition, there are 9500 models that are part of the Series 9 too. All Samsung TVs, regardless of screen
resolution or technology is classified in a series depending on their rank. For example, the Tv Series 9 offers Samsung's cutting-edge technology in image and display quality. At the bottom of the scale, the 5 SERIES TV is more of an entry-level model. You can also look at the series number as a way to identify the latest models. While the series of 5 TVs
were once the latest and greatest, Series 9 brought new technology and opportunities for a better visual experience. To facilitate access, the model code and the serial number of the TVs are located on the right side of it. For older models, you will find a model code and a serial number in the back of the TV. The number of the model OF the Samsung
ZLDWhat samsung TV numbers models really mean? Let's see how Samsung assigns model numbers to its TVs. There are differences in the number of models for TVs, crystal and conventional TVs, and another principle of forming a number of models has a special series The Frame, Serif TVs from the LifeStyle line. A separate segment, commercial
TVs.The designation of TV number models has changed over time, until 2008 was the designation of old Samsung TVs. In 2008, a new principle of measuring the TV model was introduced. The markings are also periodically updated in connection with the emergence of conceptually new TVs on the market. But the basic information in the model number has
not fundamentally changed since 2008.Samsung model number 2008-2020 which means model numberWhat means the number of the Model Samsung TV? This is the manufacturer's code assigned to the TV, which is used to identify the TV. The model number contains information about the region in which the TV was produced, in what year the television
model was developed and sales began, the type of screen, the model number and the type of digital tuners. And also to which series belongs to the series. The history of changes in the numbers of Samsung TV2002-2007 models - the designation of the Samsung TV model number on the principle of division into type, flat TFT, plasma, kinescope.2008 -
introduction of a new type of designation of the TV model number. The TV model number has information about the year of development, Type of digital tuners, Design.2017-2018 - introduced a new designation for TV BLD.2018 - Introduced a new designation for special series of TVs type Frame from the line LifeStyle.2019 - Changing the TV model number
in connection with the start of production of TVs with 8K screens.Commercial TVs, televisions for hospitals, TVs for hotels, have a completely different principle of assigning a model number. But since they occupy a fairly small segment compared to TVs for consumers, we will not consider them yet. New model numbers, Samsung TVs 2017-2020 Full HD,
UHDIn 2017-2018, TV model number has changed a bit. The model number designation is unified and is similar to the LED TV model number. Samsung installs full set standards adopted in the country). Therefore, there is no need to determine the type of tuners installed. Identification of Samsung TVs by model number, explanation of 2018-2020 Old model
numbers, Samsung 2008 - 2016 Full HD TVs, UHDUntil 2017, LED TVs (Full HD and UHD) indicated which digital tuners were installed on the TV. There was also a division into the type of matrix installed and the resolution of the screen. Since Samsung currently installs only two types of LED and LED matrix in TVs and a full set of tuners, this marking is no
longer in use. Let's see what the number of Samsung LED TV model means and what technical parameters of the TV are reflected in the model number, for example, the 2020 model UN43TU8000FX-coding example OF the TV model number UN43TU8000FX'E Samsung Where Samsung TVs made Make no mistake the first letters in the model number
means the region for which the TV was made, not the country in which the TV was assembled. U is a symbol of the company's product (TV), each Samsung product is assigned an individual letter. For Germany, TVs have the first letter of GE - a region for which the TV was released on a global scale without reference to a specific country, in this case -
EuropeN - America, Korea, in 2018 for Korea changed to the letter WA - Australia, Oceania, Asia, Africa, East countries - only for Germany and Korea, LED TV43 - the size of the screen in inches, diagonally. You can find out where the Samsung TV is made from the serial number. Or learn on a sticker, it is behind the TV. Samsung collects TVs in the
following countries. Where are Samsung TVs made? Samsung TVs for the U.S., Canada, Mexico and other American countries are assembled in Mexico. Europe Samsung TV assembly plants are located in Slovenia, Hungary, Romania, televisions for Europe, the Middle East are manufactured in these countries. For Russia and the former Soviet Union,
televisions are manufactured in Russia. For Asia, Africa, Oceania, televisions are manufactured in Malaysia, Korea (production ceased in 2018), and China.You can also read the deciphering serial number of Samsung TVs in the article: Decode Samsung TV serial number 2001-2019 and how to find Samsung TV model number What was marking TVs until
2008, you can learn from the section at the end of the article : Identify the old samsung TV model numbers for 2002-2007 How can I say In what year my Samsung TV Is what year was my Samsung TV made? You can recognize it by the letter, which is in the model's number after the diagonal size of the TV. T is the year when the TV went on sale or the year
of development, but rather the year of the beginning of sales of T-2020. T - 2020R - 2019N - 2018M - 2017K - 2016J - 2015H - 2014F - 2013E - 2012D - 2011 - 2010B - 2009A - 2008U - TV has a screen with permission UHD8 - TV - TV - TV - TV - TV - MODEL generally, the larger the number, the more functional the TV is00 TV Design What Does The
average for Samsung TVF is a type of digital tuner, depending on which standard is adopted in a particular country. F - ATSC / U.S. standard, Canada, MexicoU, K, T - DVB standard EuropeG - Latin AmericaX - Design - Region (country) for which the TV was made. The NUMBERS of the TV numbers of the model USSamsung TV, identification numbers
2017-2020 Model TV LLD Samsung 2019-2020 explained From 2019, Samsung has changed the labeling of LED TVs, this is done in order to bring LED TVs and TVs with LED to the same standard. If we compare how TVs are marked with LED, we can note the addition of a TV model model ID to the model number. In practice, it is rarely used, but this
happens especially in transitional television models. Also added is one symbol for the 8K resolution TVsSamsung LED TV Model Number 2019-2020 Explained The example of deciphering the number of Samsung TV models at quantum dots in 2019 N65900RBFX-N65 - all clear here is the type of TVs on quantum dots. 65 is a diagonal size, once again
indicated that the TV with a screen on quantum dots. The question is a TV with a screen made using quantum point technology. N - Designed for Americas65 - screen size in inches - quantum dot TV. Changes in relation to previous TVs LEDIn the number of the model can be specified two or three digits, 900, there were changes of TVs in the series. In
Europe, tv sets with TVs No90R and 95R are assembled. Three digits are allocated for 8K TVs. This distinguishes the 4K and 8K TV labeling. Perhaps Samsung will soon abandon the production of curved TVs.R - as for other TV models, means the year of development of 2019.A, B - two letters from 2019 means the TV generation. For example, in the 900
series, A - first-generation TVs do not have HDMI 2.1 portsB - added HDMI 2.1 ports and remote control is replaced by the 2019 model. S - Special TV SeriesF Type Digital TunerF - ATSC / AM (USA, Canada) U - DVB (Europe)G - ISDB-T (Latin America) T - 2 x DVBX - TV design changes - two letters point to the country for which television is made. Model
TV TV LED Samsung 2017-2018Decoder model number LED TV Samsung - serialN - region for which the TV is produced 65-screen size inches No7 - a repetition of the series designation, purely for marketing reasonsC (F) - the type of TV curved or flatN - the year of the start of salesA - the type of applied illuminationFX-A - alphabetical designation, can be
defined, for which country the type of TV is made. Samsung TV Model Frame Room, serif, Terrace, Sero SeriesTVs with unusual design or features Samsung singled out LifeStyle as a separate category. In this series there are TVs in the form of on high feet, TV with a turning screen and TV for terraces. Samsung TV LifeStyle Series, 2018-2020 decryption
For example, in 2017, TVs had slightly different markings, such as UE65LS003AUXRU, but in 2018 the marking was changed, a letter was added indicating the year of development UE65LS03NAUXXU. The name of the LifeStyle TV models corresponds to the designation of LED and LED TVs. Only the code added to the LifeStyle (LS) series, as well as the
type of TV01 designation - Serif03 - Frame05 - SeroT7 - Terrace How to check Samsung TV modelSometimes Samsung allows on its sites to check the serial number of the TV. But given the large number of TVs produced and the need to constantly update the database, this possibility is only available for a while. Therefore, we recommend checking the
model number yourself. To do this, look at what year your TV model. Watch the TV production date. If the TV model, for example, 2019 in the TV lineup should be the letter R.Televisions, in 2019 are assembled between the second quarter of 2019 and the second quarter of 2020. (04/01/2019 - 04/01/2020) A slight deviation of the production date for several
months is possible.2020 Samsung TVsIn 2020, most Samsung TVs are equipped with new double-lit screens. One LED is white, the other is blue. This visually improves the image quality. Samsung pays a lot of attention to sound quality. Invented new technologies that improve the perception of sound.2019 Samsung TVs2019 in the labeling of Samsung
TVs used a new letter R, which indicates that this model of TV development in 2019. If the model number in place of the letter that will be the year of the model's development is the letter R (see above), it is the model of the TV of 2019. Also from the designation of the number of TV models on quantum dots, they replaced the letter, which indicated which TV
was flat or curved. Numbers are used instead of letters. Perhaps this is due to the start of production of televisions with a resolution of 8K. And in 2019 there will be an update of the labeling of TVs at quantum dots.2018 Samsung TVsSamsung retained the usual marking of TVs, the year when the model was developed was marked with the letter N, the rest
has not changed. As expected, the superseries disappeared, it was transformed into an ED series. In TVs, compared to 2017, will be improved processors in the top TVs 9 and 8. LED TVs, also the letter N is added to indicate the year of development of TV.2017 Samsung TVs2017, Samsung decided to show TVs with screens at quantum dots in a separate
series led. And, most likely, the previously used designation S will no longer be used in the designation of television models from 2017. The TVs themselves have remained the same as in previous years, and of course there is an improvement in processors to speed up the TV and respond more quickly to commands, improve methods Connection. So
invented One Connect allows you to reduce the number of cables to the TV. But in general, TVs are the same as in 20162016 Samsung TVsIn 2016 TV markings remained the same as in previous years, only the letter indicating the year of model development and the beginning of sales has changed. An example of deciphering the old model of Samsung TV
2014UE5HU9000TU-LED lighting, LEDs are used. Uxxxxxxxe-region to which the TV is made from E-Europe, for example, for the U.S. N designation, UExxxxxxxxxx55- Numbers for the first two letters, screen size in inches UE55xxxxxxxH-year TV H-2014. UE55HxxxxxxU-указывает на то, что разрешение экрана телевизора 4 UHD UE55HUxxxxx9-TV
серии UE55HU9xxxx000-модификация UE55HU9000xT-указывает на то, что некоторые из телевизионных цифровых тюнеров 2 х DVB-T2 / C / S2 UE55HU9000TSamsung TV модель года codesA2008B2009C2010D2011E2012F2013H2014J2015K2016М2017N2018R2019T2020В 2012 году последняя цифра в примере телевизоров
UE55EH7000x указала тюнер, установленный, если последняя цифра 0, затем набор Тюнер, если 7 установлен Т2 тюнер (2012.) С 2013 года доступность цифровых тюнеров обозначалась по-разному, один или другие тюнеры, обозначаемые буквами в конце маркировки UE55F6650AB Europe2014 вместо присутствия AB Tuner DVB-T2 /
C / S2 были обозначены как AUAW-DVB-T / CAK-DVB-T2 / CAB-DVB-T2 / C / S2AT-2 x DVB-T2 / C / S2В некоторых европейских странах используют несколько иную нотацию встроенных цифровых тюнеров. SH - indicates the presence of tuners -Tuner DVB-T2 / C / C /S2 x 2SD - indicates the presence of tuners -Tuner DVB-T2 / C / S2SS - DVB-T
/ C / C / S2SL - indicates the presence of tuners 2 x DVB-T/C/S2Old Samsung TV model numbers for 2002-2007Until 2008, Samsung TVs had a different label. In it, the symbols in the model's room had the following meanings. LN -T4671FX / XALN - TV designation type. FP or HP - plazmaLN - LCDHL - DLPTX - CRTT - TV model yearT - 2007S - 2006R -
2005P - 2004N - TV screen resolution A - (Full HD, H-HD)X - sales area samsung bn64 tv price. samsung bn64 tv stand. samsung bn64 tv manual. samsung bn64 tv code. ps bn64 samsung tv. bn64 samsung tv remote. samsung tv bn64 audio out. samsung ps bn64 tv stand
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